LET’S ABOLISH CAPITALISM NOW
THE WARS...
The disastrous situation in Lebanon for a few weeks now and all the horrible
images we see on the news every day started supposedly over the capture of two
Israeli soldiers. It’s not the first time that these captures occurred, they’ve happened before and resulted in prisoner exchanges with Hezbollah. This time though
the operation had been planned by Israel long in advance. Fabricated incidents
and minor hostilities have been used as an excuse for starting a war between
nations many times in history. Almost all the news channels and especially the
American ones are blaming Hezbollah for the destruction of Lebanon and always
state that Syria and particularly Iran are backing Hezbollah. Notice that after all the
death and destruction in Lebanon, this provides an additional excuse for either
Israel or the U.S or both to attack Iran and Syria besides the supposed nuclear
program in Iran. We all know that the U.S provides weapons to Israel and Turkey
but only the shipment of aid from Iran to Hezbollah is mentioned. Large numbers
of bombs with depleted uranium are shipped to Israel from the U.S, which can
have disastrous consequences for the region. So, the oil rich middle-east is being
fully militarily controlled by the U.S with the good help of its faithful attack dog
Israel. And we all know the help provided by the government here in the UK and
by all other NATO participants..
Israel is no better than the Nazis. How ironic. The same techniques are being used
as were used by Nazis against them and other occupied people in World War II.
They are bombing the civilian infrastructure and denying water, electricity, medical
care and sanitation to people. This was also practised by Nazis and now by Israelis
it is collective punishment. All Lebanese are paying for the capture of two Israeli
soldiers by Hezbollah. Nazis obliterated from the face of earth whole villages for similar
reasons. And of course Israel will deny that it is attacking civilians, just as the US denied
it...
.AND THE WAR
How many of the TV viewers all around the world and ourselves have thought that
these clashes in Lebanon are a picture of a generalised and systematic war that
has been practised effectively for many years now by the state and our bosses
against us? War is not only taking place in Lebanon and Iraq. It’s a daily reality in
Capitalist centres all over the world, here in London, in New York, in Paris, everywhere. The opponents have taken shape over many years now. On the one side
are the mechanisms of exploitation and oppression, national and supranational
states, local and global bosses, national capital and the multinational companies
together with their blind followers, and their weaponry is getting refined and richer

all the time. The blocked wages, temporary and uninsured work, the fear of getting
sacked and unemployment, the privatisation of education and health, the devastation of the environment in the name of growth, intellectual poverty with TV garbage
and the foolish life-style of meaningless entertainment and frantic consumerism,
the commercialisation of human relationships and feelings, are the tools which
with the bosses increase their profits and ensure subjugation to their appetites.
Their war against us is ongoing. Capitalism is widening its control over societies
and at the same moment state repression is elected as the basic tool for fitting its
orders. With furious mania it attacks the most underestimated category of working
class, the immigrants. Stop and searches, daily deportations and racist murders
are the norm. With greater flexibility it represses the voices of those who fight
against this misery with detention in police stations and false or framed arrests..

Now that the furious fight between countries for the separation of land and
its materials and the exploitation of regions of the third world has sharpened, peaceful demonstrations and marches (just to do our duty) seem not
only futile but fitting in the eyes of those whose purpose of their lives is to
suck on humanity.

FOR US THE ANSWER, AND REAL SOLIDARITY TOWARDS THE REPRESSED ALL
AROUND THE WORLD, IS CONTINUOUS SOCIAL WAR AND EVERYDAY INSURRECTION. LET’S SABOTAGE THE PLANS OF SOVEREIGNTY WITH A GENERALISED
FIGHT AGAINST THIS MISERABLE CREATION CALLED STATE.
Angry punk

